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LOTAME CASE STUDY PANORAMA IDENTITY TECHNOLOGY

Local Publisher Increases First-Party Scale and
Performance Follows Suit

Advance Local uses
Panorama identity
technology to improve
its first-party data
reach and drive
revenue.

CHALLENGE
Collect first-party audiences
across all browsers and unlock
greater monetization

LOTAME SOLUTIONS
Lightning Tag and Cartographer
identity graph

CLIENT
Advance Local, one of the largest media groups in the United
States, operates the leading news and information companies in
more than 20 cities, reaching more than 50 million people monthly
with quality, realtime journalism and community engagement.
As the #1 source of local news, Advance is deeply rooted in its
communities with strong connections with consumers. Those
relationships only deepened as the global pandemic took hold, as
readers turned more to local news for the latest information. At the
same time, Advance was beginning to steel its business for the
third-party cookie’s demise and invest more in its first-party data
collection and targeting capabilities.

RESULTS
• 20% increase in targetable
data
• Overdelivered qualified
leads and inventory in
hyperlocal campaign

The metric that really sold me on the effectiveness of Panorama identity technology was around the volume
of our first-party data. It was actually increasing at the point of Lightning Tag’s launch over the summer after
we’d seen record traffic in Q2 due to the start of COVID. Normally we see our data collection metrics follow
our site traffic metrics pretty closely. But when fewer people were visiting our sites, more data was being
collected and that’s when I knew this was actually working really well.”
— David Herrold
Director of Audience Targeting Strategy, Advance Local

OBJECTIVE
Advance turned to its near-decade-long data connectivity partner Lotame for help finding all their visitors across all
first-party environments. Lotame’s Lightning Tag and Cartographer identity graph, part of the Panorama identity
technology suite, provided a powerful one-two punch for Advance’s first-party strategy. Becoming Panoramaenabled meant Advance could now collect and extract data in real time on every browser and device that interacts
with its pages — no cookies required — and connect that valuable intel to a people-based graph for targeting.
This ability to see and reach their audience across all first-party environments enables Advance to seize every
opportunity to target first-time visitors across browsers.

RESULTS
Advance saw the powerful results of being Panoramaenabled with a national real estate agency’s hyperlocal campaign. The client wanted to reach in-market
home buyers and sellers in upstate New York and
generate high-qualified leads so that their client (a
home seller) gets the buyer interest they need to
close the sale. They were willing to pay a premium to
engage this audience on any device when they were in
the moment of discovery.
To accomplish the client’s goals, Advance’s strategy
was to activate all first-party data using Lotame
Panorama identity technology. Advance created two
real estate audiences, built completely with first-party
contextual real estate data and applied recency and
frequency to ensure the audience was highly qualified
and engaged:
Audience 1: Generated two or more signals in the
past month
Audience 2: Generated three or more signals in the
past week
With reach and frequency applied, Advance knew
the audiences would be much smaller than the
standard real estate audience but they hoped they had
enough inventory to meet the client’s needs. Advance
was accustomed to working with audiences in the
millions but these audiences would be measured in
the thousands due to restrictions imposed based on
frequency of engagement and local geotargeting.

Advance activated Lotame’s Cartographer identity graph in early Q1 on all of its local sites to link activity associated
to first-party cookies to a person, and thus increase the rate at which a person qualifies for audiences where
recency and frequency applied. Associating devices to a person meant that their real estate client could reach a
consumer searching on their personal computer as well as their phone, tablet, or work computer. This mapping
to the individual also helped qualify people for its first test audience containing recency and frequency, done by
looking across all devices for qualifying signals not just the device that exhibited the original signal. So, if someone
consumed real estate content on their phone one day and their tablet the next, they’d qualify for the audience.
Several months later, Advance turned on Lightning Tag to maximize campaign reach and activate first-party data
linked to first-party cookies, particularly on Safari and Firefox. Advance was able to target site visitors much faster
and to behaviorally target devices they hadn’t been able to previously due to a disconnect with their adserver.
For example, their adserver struggled to reconcile audience overlaps if an individual qualified for two audiences
simultaneously, meaning Advance may miss out on qualified opportunities. Lightning Tag increased delivery and
solved for the adserver’s blind spot.
During the campaign, Advance saw a 20% lift in first-party audience data collected from Lighting Tag with dramatic
increase in impression inventory from these new, engaged visitors. The publisher was initially concerned about
inventory but Lightning Tag exceeded the client’s budget for the campaign, with no dip in performance.

At the same time site visits normalized following
initial spike from COVID-19 news consumption,
Advance observed collected behaviors increasing
as a result of Panorama-enabled tools capturing
individuals and devices they couldn’t see before.

Want similar results for your business?
Get in touch: info@lotame.com

